In the celebrated paper [3] , Ivrii and Petkov showed that the effective hyperbolicity of an operator is necessary for the Cauchy problem to be C°°-wellposed with arbitrary lower order terms. In the same paper, they also gave general necessary conditions on lower order terms for the C°°-well-posedness. (Conditions of this kind are sometimes called "generalized Levi conditions".) The individual behavior of each characteristic root, however, is not reflected in these conditions. Hence, when some characteristic roots coincide with one another in a variety of ways, their results fail to give the conditions expected to be necessary and sufficient.
TAKESHI MANDAI (t, x)=(t, x 1}
To avoid ambiguity, the definition of well-posedness will be specified as follows. Remark 0.2. 1) In [3] , [8] etc., certain conditions on dependence domains are assumed. In this paper, we do not make such assumptions. Further, the results in this paper hold under some other definitions of well-posedness. (See Remark 1.3 1).)
Definition O.L We say that the Cauchy problem for
2) If the coefficients of P are C°° as we have assumed, then this definition is equivalent to the following condition c).
c) For any f^O, any f^C°°(Q] and any ^eC°°(fin{f=f}) O'=0, 1, -, ?72-l), there exists a unique u^C°°(Q) such that Pu=f for t^t and d{u {t =i=gj (;=0, 1, -,m-l).
Since the well-posedness implies hyperbolicity ( [10] ), we assume throughout this paper that P is hyperbolic on Q + , that is, the equation p m (t, x; r, £)=0 has only real roots r for any (t, x ; f)eJ3 + xJS re . Now, we review the simplest version of the " Levi condition " ( [7] , [11] , [12] , [2] ). Let p n -h (t, X;T, e n }=a^(t f x}r mh + -+a£l h (t, x}. If afftf, x)= -= fii?-r+itf, ^)
: =0 on Q + and the Cauchy problem for P is well-posed on J3 + , then there holds a%l h (t, x}= -=aSf2 r+1 tf, ^)=0 on fi + for A=l, -, r-L This is the condition to be called the "micro-local Levi condition with respect to the characteristic root 0 in e n -direction". If the characteristic roots of P have constant multiplicities, then the usual Levi condition, which is also a sufficient condition, is obtained by combining the conditions which are obtained as above after transforming P by appropriate coordinate transformations. In this paper, we are concerned with the case where a (^( In § 1, we shall give necessary conditions for well-posedness with respect to the characteristic root 0 (Theorem 1.2). This theorem is an extension of Theorems 4.1, 7.1 in [3] . The proof is given in §3. In §2, we shall consider a class of " Mnvolutive " operators (Definition 2.1). For such operators, a necessary and sufficient condition is established (Theorem 2.5). The proof is given in § 4 by applying Theorem 1.2 after appropriate coordinate transformations. (Figure 2 ). In the case (B) with ^X), we make no modification, that is, put tc~-K I and A^-A. In the case (A), put /£=oo and A~=A. We make the following assumptions on q 3 -(0^/^n), K~ and p m . In other words, we consider only q jf K~ that satisfy the following conditions. iii) Assume 1). Then, the condition 2) for such a as satisfy a^^O implies the condition 2) for all a. Especially, the condition 2) is necessarily satisfied if n=l. 
The assumption of well-posedness is used only to derive the energy inequality (3-3) in § 3. Hence, any definition of well-posedness that implies this inequality, such as the #°°-well-posedness, can be adopted.
2) Though the definition of the well-posedness in [3] is not the same as ours, we can easily derive Theorem 4.1 and 7.1 in [3] from the proof of the above theorem. Especially, we can omit the assumption that P satisfies Condition (f/ru,,?)) and can relax the condition p^q to p+l>g in Theorem 4.1 in [3] .
3) Theorem 3. A sufficient condition for well-posedness of the Cauchy problem to ^-involutive operators is given by K. Yamamoto [17] . (Cf. M. Zeman [18] , H. Uryu [15] , H. Kumano-go [6] .) Let [9] ). (See Appendix 2.) Hence, the C°°-well-posedness holds under our assumption.
2) The condition that P can be written as (2-2) is not always necessary for well-posedness as is shown in the following example.
, though the Cauchy problem for P is well-posed x -\-y if and only if a(0, Q)=d x a(Q, 0)=3 y a(0, 0)=0. (The "only if" part follows from Theorem 1.2. The "if" part follows from Theorem 1 in [13] .)
The purpose of this section is to give an answer to the question when the condition that P can be written as (2-2) is necessary for well-posedness. We make the following assumption [B] on p m . [B] For any (i, i)efi + , there exist a neighborhood U of (i, x), a non-negative
iii) For any l^j, k^m, there holds either of the followings. In this section, we shall prove Theorem 1.2. This theorem follows from the following proposition. 
By this coordinate transformation, the operator P is transformed to another operator P p . We have
where where R^ is a differential operator of order m whose coefficients tend to 0 in C<%Q + ) as ->+oo. Proof. Take 0=max|-^^(^0 +A:)/l -; (A, fc, j8, /, a')e.5H, ;<;} (>0) and We want to construct an asymptotic solution u of P p u-$ that violates the above inequality. which are formal power series of (r, £).
The following is given in [4] . (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) as p^+oo for sufficiently large N. §4. Proof of Theorem 2.5 In this section, assume that p m is Z-involutive and satisfies the assumption [B] . Further, assume that the Cauchy problem for P is well-posed on Q + .
Essentially, the proof of Theorem 2.5 goes along the same line as the proof of Main Theorem in [9] , For simplicity, we assume that /l^/U if J^k and that fc(Q; j, &)=0 for any /, k (, hence p m is involutive). Fix an arbitrary (/, #)e£? + .
We have only to show that there exists a neighborhood V of (/, x) such that P can be written as (2-2)' on V. The general case is proved by taking the arguments in [9] into account and modifying the following arguments. Fix l^l^ni until Proposition 4.11. Since grad x Q(/, #)=£0, we can retake a coordinate on a neighborhood U l of (i, x) such that Ct(t, x}=x ± .
Fix an arbitrary *~=(r, x^}^U l such that Xi=Q and Putting f(t, x)=Ax + h(t, x) , we get the desired result.
Next, consider the case n=l. Put S={0} 8 On the other hand, we have the following lemma. Assume that there exist l lf 1 2 By using this lemma, the following proposition is proved similarly to Proposition 5.1 in [9] . Theorem 2.5 is proved similarly to § 6 in [9] , by combining Theorem 4.9, Lemma 4.10, Propositions 4.11 and 4.14. 0, e n )=0 for any (k, j8, ;, a) such that q Q k + <q, )8><y-«(;+ |a|). D Qv^qj (; = !,-, n), then $ 0 (fc+ 1 <*!)+<?, j8-a><i;-A;0'+ |a|) implies , fiy<v-K(j+\a\). Hence, Remark 1.1, ii) follows from this lemma.
Appendix 2 8 The Existence of a Finite Propagation Speed
In this appendix, we shall give a rough sketch of the proof that there exists a finite propagation speed, as is stated in Remark 2.3, 1) . First, assume that p m is involutive and has the form of (2-2)' on R n+1 . We have only to show the invariance of the conditions under space-like coordinate transformations. Let <p(x) be a C°°-function such that |grad^| <[sup{ \l 3 (t, x; £)| ; (t, If 1=1, /=!,•••, wx}]- 1 . Consider a coordinate transformation T; s=£ 3;=je. Let P~ be the operator transformed from P and put P~-{ y; 1, -grad^)}' 1 /^. It is easy to see that P~ is also involutive. The problem is whether P~ can be written in the form of (2-2) proved by the same arguments in the proof of Lemma 2.11 in [15] . (See also Theorem 3.3 in [6] or the last part of §2 in [9] .)
